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ABSTRACT

Autonomous Underwater Vehicles plays specific role in underwater investigation. A crucial
barrier for it remains the possibility of precise determination of their position in submersible
state. Commonly used radionavigation systems do not work in such circumstances. There are
other systems, still not accurate, too much expensive or difficult to deploy into specific place.
Many authors discussed different methods and techniques for such application in particular
Kalman Filter, Concurrent Mapping and Localization Algorithms etc.

Objective of the paper is the idea of AUV navigation which consists of two phases: firstly
a trip of AUV along pre-planned route and secondary that transformation of collected data in
post-processing mode with modern adjustment methods1.

INTRODUCTION

The features of underwater robots commonly known as Autonomous Under-
water Vehicles are becoming more and more popular. Initially, the military applica-
tions in this field were dominating, but in recent years the more widespread civilian
utilization of these types of vehicles has been observed. The most interesting featu-
res of AUV are: time of their underwater staying, resistance to strain, possibility of
carrying more sensors that any human being could and finally, physical resistance to
adverse factors. Unfortunately the accuracy of moving along planned path and accu-
racy of positioning are at the moment not satisfactory. Generally it negatively influ-
enced on quality of collected data and in many times it leads to result’s
disqualification.

                                                
1 The paper summarise the works carried out within a framework of the research Project:

‘Improvement of the Precise Underwater Vehicle Navigation Methods’ financed by the Polish
Ministry of Education and Science (No 0 T00A 012 25).
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The commonly used radio navigation systems, which can be used for accu-
rate positioning on land, or in the air, are useless, as radio systems do not work sub-
sea do to specific condition of electromagnetic waves propagation in the water.
Alternative technique, called Dead Reckoning, is subject to unbounded position
error growth over time scale. The primary sensors for DR navigation are acoustic
Doppler velocity log augmented with heading sensors (compasses). The alternative
inertial systems are still not precise enough or too expensive in relation to cost of
AUV. In many applications acoustic Long Baseline Systems, which uses external
acoustic beacons and time of acoustic pings propagation measurements, are utilised
for vehicle position. Therefore creation of alternative method of underwater naviga-
tion systems is still very attractive.

The proposition referred in the paper concerns accurate fixing executed by
AUV track and observed bottom objects after it returns, not in the real time, as it is
usually realised in the navigation. So when methods of adjustment is utilised, it
could allow us heightening precision information about the objects observed on the
bottom along the passed way collected by AUV.

GENERAL NOTICES

Application of advanced adjustment methods should be associated with me-
asuring a geometric conditions of navigational activities thus adapted to suit specific
scientific and technical problems of underwater navigation:

− motion of an underwater vehicle along pre-planned track;
− recording of the movement;
− taking precise measurements in water environment;
− precise determination of underwater or bottom objects’ positions, which consti-

tutes a part of referred navigation system.

We do not discus a fundamental technical problem which is associated with
a vehicle structure, a quality of the equipment installed on board and adequacy
of autopilot operation to the vehicle dynamics which are fundamental. Although
expensive, modern inertial systems are featured by properties nearing the expecta-
tions for them and therefore it was assumed the above problem will not be under-
taken in this paper.
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The c) problem is closely associated with the knowledge about the sea bot-
tom image and a possibility to obtain information about characteristic elements
of the sea bottom correlated with information about its coordinates. Different
algorithms of comparative method of navigation have been tested for it and will be
reported.

The d) problem is a typical analytic one, possible for solving with modern
methods of estimation. A precision of navigation is dependant on coordinates’ accu-
racy of observed objects and geometry of its collocation and finally on a quality of the
observations. Therefore the adjustment methods, used successfully as an example in
geodesy, may play an important role.

Before the beginning of discussion important differences in strategies of
AUV manoeuvres, according to different tasks should be noticed. We propose to
divide them into 5 groups:

1. Delivering.
2. Inspection.
3. Searching.
4. Guarding.
5. Scanning.

Delivering strategy needs to navigate towards some material object, gene-
rally not defined in geographical coordinates. It may be done with unrestricted tra-
jectory. Most often the goal is the bottom object which could be observed by
technical devices installed on board of AUV, so precision in navigation in such va-
riant is definitely not important. Almost the same - inspection needs very strict tra-
jectory, but usually it passes along good observable features, like construction,
pipeline etc. So it does not need some specific navigation system, because AUV is
moving along this feature. Both types of activity are in fact the relative to the bottom
installation navigation.

Searching strategy needs strictly defined, loop-shape trajectory, which gu-
arantees closing the process by confining the trajectory. But the result of it is the
event which meaning the recovery of the lost item. Navigation should guarantee to
cover the region of investigation with no gaps. It could be guaranteed by other, not
navigation undertaking.

Similar is guarding strategy, when the goal is to stay in some region and to
notice the presence of different object or notice the event like passing the line by
some object. It could be conducted for example in estuary or in mouth of the bay,
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when usually trajectory is not defined or is defined not too strict. So we can say for
these two groups precise navigation is not so critical. Such tasks could be done
without accurate navigation equipment although the better devices are welcomed.

Fig. 1. Standard tasks of AUV: a) delivering; b) inspection; c) searching; d) guarding

The real challenge for navigation is a scanning task. It consists in systematic
investigation of the area for bathymetric works or monitoring sea bottom, where
AUV should pass precisely along strictly pre-planned path. Usually it means to pass
rather long broken line with lot of heading changes.

Any DR methods in scanning strategy are useless, due to unmeasured influ-
ence of sea current. Acoustic systems require the deployment of additional infra-
structure that makes quickly search an area difficult. Additionally, in many cases
the trip of AUV lasts for more than ten miles and in shallow waters it is difficult to
warrant such long range of acoustic pingers.

a b

c

d
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Fig. 2. Idea of scanning strategy

Let assume the chance to increase the precision by certain processing of
a combination of measurements, conducted simultaneously with different techniques.
The objective of this paper is the idea of AUV navigation and it consisted of two
phases:

− trip of AUV along a pre-planned route not necessary with extremely high accu-
racy;

− post-processed transformation of data collected by AUV.

Additionally possibilities of images similarities’ technique (map matching)
and neural network in the first stage has been tested, as the bathymetry field is rather
stable and any changes in it need a lot of work and time. In the second stage, the
modern adjustment methods, resulting from general estimation rules has been tested.

It is very important to notice that scanning the sea bottom means to calculate
the coordinates of the object distinguished on the bottom or the places of depth me-
asurements, not to realise planned track with the ideal accuracy. This is truth – the
better accuracy of AUV trajectory will affect more accurate the position of the bot-
tom object, but it doesn’t mean that it isn’t possible to determine position of
the object with good accuracy - passing the planed trajectory with pure accuracy.
The real limitation in such thinking is to warrant wider range of scanning equipment
than width of scanned path.
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ON ADJUSTMENT METHODS IN UNDERWATER NAVIGATION

Let assume that nℜ∈x  is a vector of the measured values and mℜ∈X  is
the object coordinates vector (underwater vehicle position vector), while n > m.
Let’s assume that vectors x  and X  are linked by an observation set of equations:

F(X)x =  →            )XF(x ˆˆ = (1)

where: vxx += ~ˆ
x̂ – measured values estimator;
x~ – measurement results vector;
v – corrections vector (estimator of measurements real error);

X̂ – coordinates vector estimator;
( )F(o – vector function).

In standard approaches we knew accurate positions of some geometrical
structure elements and measured with some errors parameters. The essence of adjust-
ment is the process of correcting measured parameters or resulted information
(optimal fitting) by using some additional conditions (for example: the sum of an-
gles in triangle). In this case we have partially defined and partially not defined
coordinates of the bottom object and in concurrent process we intend to determine
coordinates of set of points which consists of following AUV positions.

Concurrent techniques, which means for example mapping the bottom and
simultaneously utilise measured information for positioning the vehicle have been
applied and described in literature, for example [Federer & Smith, 1999] or
[Schlegel & Kampke, 2002].

Theory of so called ‘free adjustment’ was introduced in geodesy [Wolf,
1972], [Wiśniewski, 1985] and application of similar method for navigation is de-
scribed by [Czaplewski, 2004]. The essence of this solution is the process of cor-
recting the measured parameters and coordinates of geometrical, navigation
structure simultaneously. It is assumed in free adjustment that the whole measure-
ment structure is internally coherent but not attached to a coordinate system. For
some applications there is a need to complement already existing and adjusted geo-
metrical navigational structure with new measurements or new measurements and
new points (the discovered object on the bottom). The structure may be adjusted
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‘anew’ as a whole or (which is a more rational process) use the prior adjustment
results. Additionally in the discussed case there may appear a need to identify the
false navigation signs.

Taking the above into consideration, in addition to a classical adjustment
criterion it is necessary to introduce an additional optimization criterion, associated
with growths to coordinates of all points. However this question will be not discus-
sed in this paper.

SIMULATIVE EXAMINATIONS
OF UNDERWATER VEHICLE NAVIGATION

The above presented idea has been examined in simulation way. It was car-
ried out by the four stages:

1. Preparation of input data, which means to construct a digital model of sea bot-
tom, which has constitutes the environment for an underwater vehicle in motion.

2. Programming of sonar systems operation, simulation of sonograms, also recor-
ding and processing the images.

3. Determining positions by comparison of measurement images and the map sho-
wing the bottom according to image similarities algorithms.

4. The last stage covers the questions concerning estimation of measurement
results. Assume that nℜ∈x  is a vector of the measured values and mℜ∈X  is
the object.

The stage covered simulation of the AUV’s passing along the assigned
route, where the route record was performed by comparing the recorded bottom
image with the numerical bottom model basing on various algorithms of images’
similarities. There have been also tested the artificial neuron networks applying
approximation of a measurement image location in relation to positions of the ima-
ges which are a part of the teaching sequence.

Position determination, applying the Robust Estimation Method makes the
essence of conducted tests. The software capable to execute the issues of survey
results robust estimation was carried out and tested. It was assumed that the recorded
bottom image was burdened with the observed underwater vehicle’s position errors,
resulting in a quality of the comparative navigation block’s operation. In such
activity the gross errors or random errors may occur so this option has been taken
into consideration. It was also assumed that the position obtained in a result of
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comparing images (treated as an approximate position) is used for calculation of
horizontal bearings and distances to objects situated on sea bottom. Their positions
are known and precisely determined. Such an approach enabled to equalize gross
errors of bearings and distances measurements as well as equalizing of the observed
position, determined basing thereon.

There was assumed that the worked out programme should be, first of all,
used for verification of the formulated hypotheses and assumptions, referring to
application of the comparative navigation methods for underwater vehicles positio-
ning. The main and principal simplification of the programme is its operation,
applying the simulated data or the real data prepared in post-processing. The pro-
gramme demands operator’s recognition of navigation area, identification of the
objects, visualized on the spatial sea bottom model. For above mentioned simula-
tions there has been prepared digital model of a part of the sea bottom on the polish
coast. The vehicle carries out observations and takes measurements using multi-
beam sounder. Its operator has a possibility of saving measurements records in
the programmable memory, processing it and using for comparison with a given
map. It was assumed that underwater vehicle moves only above the read-in sea
bottom. It may travel along an optional trajectory, determined by a start position,
course and marching velocity, dynamically changed within a time of the mission.

All tests have been carried out on several water areas different and diversi-
fied from each other in configuration of the sea bottoms. To equalize the results of
measurements and determinations to the bottom there has been selected the natural
or artificial, sunken and distinguishing objects.

CONCLUSIONS

The carried out tests have confirmed the thesis that map matching techniques
could be profitable in underwater navigation, especially when distinct bottom ob-
jects are observable. In addition the measurement estimation methods, adapted from
geodesic survey, can be suitable for processing information about the sea bottom,
collected by AUV. This allows increasing coordinates’ accuracy of objects detected
on sea bottom in the post-processing mode. On the one hand it is the information in
itself and may become a basis to precise charts of the bottom. When analyzing the
obtained accuracies it should be taken into consideration that accuracy of results
depends on precision in digitalizing the bottom chart. Thus it may be assumed
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that an accuracy ranging between 3-5 pixels was obtained, what in case the maps
executed in any other scale would fundamentally increase exactnesses. Very pro-
spective direction in referred methods seems be using the point shape objects lying
on the bottom as naturally as well artificial. Taking into consideration accuracy
of the advanced multibeam sounders one may assume, that in real conditions, at
a depth of about 30 m, a pixel’s size or distinct objects can be smaller than 1m
diameter, and the above means that the accuracies of navigation obtained applying
the described method, are better than 10 m.
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